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How I see skills and skills development 

 

 

    5 examples from my testing work 

 

 
 Conclusions in terms of how skills help and also constrain 



How I got to the idea of skills 

 





What I will not cover 

 

 

skills a tester SHOULD have 

 

 

MAJOR breakthroughs 

 
 



Skills 
The Knowledge 
Dimension 

The Cognitive Process Dimension 

Remember Understand Apply Analyze Evaluate Create 

Facts 

Concepts 

Procedures 

Cognitive Strategies 

Models 

Skills 

Attitudes 

Metacognition 



How can I actually work on skills? 

 

 forming a habit starting from  

    knowledge of some rules  

 
 

 

     becoming skillful 



My environment 

 

• regular environment ? 
 predictability of outcomes? 

 

• adequate opportunity to learn ? 
 availability of good feedback? 

amount of experience? 

 



My contribution 

 

      attitude  

           motivation 

 

   talent 

      

        deliberate practice 

 



Fractionated expertise 
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Skills at work 

 

“I can use data to disprove a proposition, never to 
prove one. I can use history to refute a conjecture, 
never to affirm it.” 

 

              - Nassim Nicholas Taleb 

 
 



Getting information on a feature I need to test 
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[11:45:22] Alexandra: Hi Mister 
[11:45:40] Alexandra: You are working on the Equipment 
printout tag, right? 
[11:45:45] Alexandra: How is the progress going? 
 
[Open question here, expecting any info that he can 
provide] 
 
[11:47:23] Mister: Hi. It is done and waiting comments 
from [BM] And [PM]. 
 
[He’s not giving details, just says that it’s done] 
 

 



[13:44:23] Alexandra: So the change is that the barcode 
was introduced 

[13:44:37] Alexandra: and some attributes? What do you 
mean by 'only 9 attributes'? 

 

[I am pinpointing to the specific changes so I can get 
specific info] 

 

[13:47:45] Mister: In Device list there are all attributes 
from database to that object but in this new report 
only 9 attributes can be shown because this device 
shield size is 92mm*65mm. 

 

 



 

 

 

[13:50:55] Mister: Device shield is printed with "sticker" 
printer and it will be placed to device's side as a shield 
which size must be 92*65 

 

[Aha! A printer is involved! That's novel info] 

 



 

[13:57:15] Alexandra: And how do you select which to 
include, if there are more than 9? 

 

[13:59:51] Mister: Now they come ordered by  ID. But this 
is a question, that I must talk with BM. Nice that you 
mentioned it now.. 

 

[It seems that he didn't think to ask this question. So I'm 
providing new insight here] 

 



[14:31:56] Alexandra: I noticed that when the attribute 
name does not fit, it is simply cut-off 

[14:32:49] Alexandra: For example, there's attribute 
'Ventilation system has been cleaned and balanced in 
year' 

[14:33:10] Alexandra: In the report, all I see is 
''Ventilation system has been'' 

 

[Giving specific examples to avoid dismissive arguments] 

 

[14:35:28] Mister: Yes. I know this is a problem. This is the 
way BM wanted to do this.I think you can make an 
issue to JIRA from this problem for later discussion... 

 



[14:49:39] Alexandra: So then if the object ID should 
correspond to the building/property and that ID is 
static 

 

[I’m trying to make my assumptions visible] 

 



[15:45:37] Alexandra: There seem to be more records 
with the same id 

[15:45:50] Alexandra:  

   1    KOy Mannerheimintie 99       099 

   1    KOy Mannerheimintie 99       01 

 

[15:49:16] Mister: Yes they are different language 
versions. Ignore them..first one is by Finnish 

 

[15:50:30] Alexandra: Ok. why is the  code different, 
though? 

 

[15:52:10] Mister: Good question. I don't actually know..I 
sent names by Finnish to you 

 



What did I know at first? 

 

 

I need to test an 'Equipment printout tag' feature. 

  

 

 



What did I know after the 
conversation? 

  
• I found that the report will be printed on a sticker of fixed 

dimensions: 92mm*65mm. 
• I found what the sticker should contain, what information 

the barcode conveys. 
• An oracle: I got the DB info that I needed in order to 

establish validity of data in tests.  
• I brought a new insight: How should the data be ordered in 

the printout? 
• A bug: Info is cut-off on the report and looses meaning. 
• A possible bug: Object IDs in the report not matching the 

DB values. 
 



 



Getting information on an unknown feature 
I had to test 

• Break a problem into multiple smaller parts 
• Analyze information 
• Read actively 
• Recognize patterns 
• Exercise stubbornness 



Focusing also on the testing process, 
not only on tasks 
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On the previous project On this project 

Focusing on tasks 
 
Less defocusing 
 
Not so effective at collecting 
info 
 
Not thinking critically about 
my testing process 
 
I didn’t use my curiosity 
 

Work in a timeboxed manner 
 
Write code 
 
Read code 
 
Defocus from my current task 
 
Use my curiosity 
 
Change how I do testing 
 
Change how testing is seen in 
the team 





Skills atrophy 

 
On the previous project On this project 

Using sql queries to check the 
validity of outputs 
 
Monitoring http requests to 
understand if the sent data is 
valid 
 
Verifying output of 
application changes in json 
files 
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Testing a feature to get relevant 
information (or not) 
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[11.02.2013 10:44:10] Maaret: You should look at the 
environments (tilat ja tekniikka) changes. 

 

[11.02.2013 10:48:35] Alexandra: Is there more info on 
the map feature/component? 

 

[11.02.2013 10:50:43] Maaret: It's supposedly a very 
small feature:) 

[11.02.2013 10:53:05] Maaret: The technical change was 
such in nature, that as per our architect "it should blow 
up on your face" if it did not work 



[12.02.2013 16:50:36] Alexandra: Why won't there be 
fixes for rooms? 

 

[12.02.2013 16:51:07] Maaret: Two reasons. 1) it's 
external component. and 2) the only part of it done 
internally is one messy 2000 lines of code method. 

 

[12.02.2013 16:51:20] Maaret: It will be completely 
rewritten if current version is not good enough. 

 



  

 

[12.02.2013 17:15:33] Maaret: I was probably too hasty in 
trying to explain this rooms thing for you yesterday, as I feel 
I was trying (yet failing) to mention that we're interested in 
"blows on your face" type of issues. 

 

[12.02.2013 17:19:32] Alexandra: I remember you said 
something about blowing up in your face, in my mind this 
read that the architect thinks that if it's not working 
properly, it probably doesn't work at all. :) So I didn't grasp 
the meaning.. 



 

 [12.02.2013 17:16:23] Maaret: I don't know if it’s more time, 
or becoming alert on the fact that no two tasks are the 
same. 

 

[12.02.2013 17:19:37] Maaret: Also, I think you need to worry 
less about noise and more about quality. 

[12.02.2013 17:19:49] Maaret: Your quality won't improve if 
you worry about noise. 

 



 



 



Incorporating new info in different 
contexts 
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Incorporating new info in different 
contexts 

 



An organic mix of skills 

 

 

 

 



An organic mix of skills 

 

 

 

 



An organic mix of skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



An organic mix of skills 

 

 

 

 



An organic mix of skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 



An organic mix of skills 

 

 

 



 

“When all is heuristic, the hard, sad, cold inhuman 
nature of the absolute, the certain, the sure bends 
to the soft human nature of the heuristic.” 

 

           - Billy Vaughn Koen 



 

“The job belonged to the specialist. The kids know 
that they no longer live in a specialist world; you 
cannot have a goal today” 

 
             - Marshal McLuhan 
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Thank you! 

 

 

 


